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A comparison of cepstral coe cients and spectral
moments in the classification of Romanian fricatives
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In this paper we explore two methods for the classification of fricatives. First,
for the coding of the speech, we compared two sets of acoustic measures obtained
from a corpus of Romanian fricatives: (a) spectral moments, and (b) cepstral
coe cients. Second, we compared two methods of determining the regions of
the segments from which the measures would be extracted. In the first method,
the phonetic segments were divided into three regions of approximately equal
duration. In the second method, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) were used
to divide each segment into three regions such that the variances of the mea-
sures within each region were minimized. The corpus we analyzed consists of
3,674 plain and palatalized word-final fricatives from four places of articulation,
produced by 31 native speakers of Romanian (20 females). We used logistic
regression to classify fricatives by place, voicing, palatalization status, and gen-
der. We found that cepstral coe cients reliably outperformed spectral moments
in all classification tasks, and that using regions determined by HMM yielded
slightly higher correct classification rates than using regions of equal duration.
Keywords: fricatives, cepstral coe cients, spectral moments, place of




































































The description and classification of fricatives based on spectral measure-2
ments has been a popular topic in the phonetics literature in recent decades3
(Shadle and Mair 1996, Tabain and Watson 1996, Jesus and Shadle 2002, Hoel-4
terho↵ and Reetz 2007, Jesus and Jackson 2008, McMurray and Jongman 2011,5
Koenig et al. 2013, among others), as well as in the signal processing and au-6
tomatic speech recognition literature (Halberstadt and Glass 1997, Childers et7
al. 1998, Farooq and Datta 2001) and in the clinical phonetics literature (Todd8
et al. 2011, Kong et al. 2014). Part of the increased focus on this topic has9
to do with the relative di culty in finding reliable, invariant measures distin-10
guishing fricatives from one another, especially as far as place of articulation is11
concerned (Forrest et al. 1988, Tomiak 1990, Jongman et al. 2000, McMurray12
and Jongman 2011). Some of the acoustic parameters previously reported for13
fricatives include spectral peak location, spectral slope, spectral moments, noise14
duration, F2 onset frequency, static and dynamic amplitude measurements, and15
locus equations. These measures were typically based on discrete Fourier trans-16
forms. More recently, multitaper spectra were recommended as better suited17
for stochastic parts of speech, as they reduce the bias of spectral estimates when18
calculated over short intervals (Lousada et al. 2012, Zygis et al. 2012, Koenig19
et al. 2013). Spectral moment analysis has been used successfully for classi-20
fying stops (Forrest et al. 1988, 1990, 1994) and, while not as successful with21
fricatives in certain studies (Shadle and Mair 1996, Zygis et al. 2012), in others22
it provided reliable measures associated with categories such as fricative place23
of articulation, and proved to be more invariant for speaker and vowel context24
than other measures (Flipsen et al. 1999, Jongman et al. 2000, McMurray and25
Jongman 2011). McMurray and Jongman (2011) employed a wide combination26
of measures with the goal of modeling fricative perception and representation.27
They concluded that there is no invariance in the acoustic signal, and as a re-28
sult speech categorization by listeners requires massive cue-integration as well29



































































results are robust and were reached based on a large-scale study using sophisti-31
cated statistical tools to compare the acoustic properties of fricatives to human32
categorization, it remains to be seen (1) whether there might be other kinds of33
acoustic features that are better suited for the classification of fricatives, and34
(2) whether fricatives in other languages might behave di↵erently.35
In the current study, we use cepstral coe cients (Deller et al. 1993) and36
directly compare their performance to that of spectral moments. Other di↵er-37
ences include dividing the fricatives into regions based on internal variance using38
a Hidden Markov Model approach (also used for di↵erent purposes in Jesus and39
Jackson 2008) in order to determine whether this may present advantages over40
the more traditional method of extracting measurements from predefined loca-41
tions or evenly spaced intervals inside segments (Jongman et al. 2000, Nissen42
and Fox 2005, McMurray and Jongman 2011, Koenig et al. 2013).43
We also expand on the research on the acoustic properties of fricatives by44
examining sounds in a di↵erent language, Romanian, some of which are artic-45
ulated at di↵erent places of articulation than those of English. An aspect of46
Romanian fricatives not yet explored acoustically is the behavior of the voicing47
contrast. A second under-studied aspect is represented by secondary palatal-48
ization, to date only addressed in one study (Spinu 2010, Spinu et al. 2012).49
While a direct comparison with previous studies on fricatives is not pos-50
sible, given di↵erences in the fricative inventory, the experimental set-up, the51
scope of the work and the measures utilized, our study adds to the body of52
research on the relationships between acoustic properties and categories such as53
place of articulation, voicing, gender, and palatalization by providing a detailed54
analysis of these relationships for Romanian fricatives.55
2. Background56
The literature on the acoustic properties of fricatives is extensive and in-57
cludes work in acoustic phonetics, signal processing, automatic speech recog-58



































































on English (Gordon et al. 2002), more recent studies have examined fricative60
acoustics in other languages, including German (Hamann and Sennema 2005,61
Kuzla et al. 2007), Polish (Nowak 2006, Nawrocki 2008), Portuguese, Italian62
and German (Jesus and Shadle 2002, 2005; Jesus and Jackson 2008; Pape and63
Jesus 2014, 2015), and Xitsonga (Lee-Kim et al. 2014). Despite abundant64
interest in the acoustic properties of fricatives, studies focusing explicitly on65
classification methods for dimensions such as place of articulation or voicing66
are more scarce. In what follows, we provide a brief historical perspective by67
reviewing six studies (see Table 1). Our review is far from comprehensive, but68
the reasons we selected these particular studies include:69
Focus on classification. These studies are designed to identify acoustic pa-70
rameters that reliably di↵erentiate or discriminate productions of fricative71
consonants in terms of place of articulation and voicing, two categories es-72
pecially relevant for speech perception and recognition.73
Prominence in the literature. Except for the more recent studies, our selec-74
tions are well-known in the fricative literature. A cursory internet search75
reveals that each has almost 400 citations or more.76
Acoustic parameter sets. We selected these studies because they all used77
spectral moments or cepstral coe cients, either on their own or in combi-78
nation with other measures, and our study makes a direct comparison of79
these two types of measures.80
Diversity in scope. Three of these studies are interested in acoustic proper-81
ties only (Forrest et al. 1988, Tomiak 1990, Jongman et al. 2000), while82
Nissen and Fox (2005) focus on developmental aspects. McMurray and83
Jongman (2011) are concerned with human perception, and Kong et al.’s84
(2014) work is in clinical phonetics and engineering. While these perspec-85
tives shape the selection of acoustic parameter sets in di↵erent ways, they86



































































Table 1 summarizes the studies selected. All of them classified corpora of En-88
glish fricatives at either three or four of the following places of articulation:89
labiodental, dental, alveolar, postalveolar, glottal. Some included both voiced90
and voiceless segments, while others only used voiceless ones.91
[INSERT TABLE 1 HERE]92
Forrest et al. (1988) employed two sets of spectral moments, linear and93
Bark-scaled. The data came from 10 speakers (5 females). The fricatives in-94
cluded were all voiceless: [f, T, s, S]. The moments were extracted over several95
overlapping 20 ms analysis windows spaced at 10 ms intervals. The most im-96
portant contributor to the classification of fricatives was spectral skewness, and97
slightly higher overall correct classification1 was achieved with Bark moments98
(77.7%) than with linear moments (74.5%). Most errors involved the distinction99
between labial [f] and interdental [T].100
Tomiak (1990) also employed linear and Bark-scaled spectral moments.101
The corpus included recordings from 6 speakers (3 females), and the same voice-102
less fricatives plus /h/ were examined. The values were extracted from consecu-103
tive overlapping 15 ms analysis windows spaced 10 ms apart. Unlike in Forrest104
et al.’s (1988) study, slightly higher correct classification was reported for linear105
vs. Bark moments (78% vs. 74%), but this di↵erence was not significant.106
Jongman et al. (2000) used a corpus of recordings from 20 speakers (10107
females). Eight fricatives were included: [f, v, T, D, s, z, S, Z]. Six types of108
acoustic parameters were extracted: spectral moments at four locations, spectral109
peak location, normalized and relative amplitude, duration, and F2 onset. The110
spectral moments were obtained from single power FFT spectra derived from111
40-ms Hamming windows at 4 di↵erent locations (onset, mid-point, and end112
of frication, as well as centered over the fricative-vowel transition). A stepwise113
linear discriminant analysis with 21 predictor variables yielded an overall correct114
1“Correct classification” here and henceforth refers to the percent of tokens correctly clas-



































































classification by place of 77%. Classification of all four places of articulation was115
significantly above chance (88% for the sibilants and 66% for the non-sibilants).116
As was the case in the earlier studies, most errors involved [f] and [T]. The117
most useful variables in classification were spectral peak location, normalized118
and relative amplitude, and the first spectral moment (mean) at the onset and119
midpoint of frication. Despite the complexity of the model (acoustic parameters120
and locations), the accuracy rate remained unchanged from that yielded by121
earlier studies based on spectral moment measurements alone.122
Nissen and Fox (2005) examined the acoustic structure of voiceless frica-123
tives [f, T, s, S] produced by adults and typically developing 3- to 5-year-old124
children in terms of spectral moments, duration, normalized amplitude, and125
spectral slope. They used a series of three 40-ms Hamming windows located126
at the beginning, middle, and end of each segment. They found that spectral127
slope and variance were important acoustic parameters in the di↵erentiation128
and classification of the voiceless fricatives, with spectral variance (the second129
spectral moment) being the only measure able to separate all four places of ar-130
ticulation. A linear discriminant analysis based on a cross-validation jack-knife131
procedure yielded 69.2% correct classification for place of articulation overall.132
The classification rate for the adult speakers’ productions was 65%, while the133
rates for the fricatives of the 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old speakers were 70.0%, 70.0%,134
and 77.5% respectively.135
McMurray and Jongman (2011) analyzed data from the same corpus as136
Jongman et al. (2000). The 24 predictors for place of articulation used in this137
study included the following ten types of acoustic measures: total amplitude (for138
frication and vocalic portions separately), RMS amplitude (for the frication and139
vowel portions), Narrow Band amplitude (separate amplitudes for frication and140
vocalic portions in a specific frequency band near F3 or F5), duration (fricative,141
vowel and word duration), pitch, formants 1 through 5, F2 onset frequency142
(F2 measured at vowel onset), low frequency energy (mean RMS amplitude143



































































amplitude), and spectral moments 1-4 (extracted from 40-ms windows at four145
locations: onset, middle, and end of frication, as well as centered over the146
voicing o↵set). This combination of predictors yielded 92.9% overall correct147
classification. It should be noted that, because the main goal in this study148
was to evaluate the performance of several models of phoneme categorization,149
the logistic regression analysis yielding these results was one in which the raw150
acoustic parameters were processed relative to long term knowledge about how151
they behave in di↵erent contexts (e.g. di↵erent talkers or vowel contexts) and152
in that sense, it was not a purely acoustic classification scheme. An additional153
categorization model using the raw measures only yielded 79.2%-85.0% correct154
classification.155
The last study we review is Kong et al. (2014). A support vector ma-156
chine (SVM) algorithm was used to classify fricatives extracted from a subset157
of 168 speakers from the TIMIT database. Spectral analyses used a 128-point158
FFT in the frequency range from 1kHz to 8 kHz. Information was extracted159
from a randomly chosen 8-ms segment using a Hamming window. Spectral160
features including four spectral moments, peak, slope, Mel-frequency cepstral161
coe cients (MFCC), Gammatone filter outputs, and magnitudes of fast Fourier162
Transform (FFT) spectra were used for the classification. With 13 MFCC coef-163
ficients and 14 or 24 Gammatone filter outputs, classification performance was164
approximately 85%. It is important to note that while eight English fricatives165
were included, the classification was made for only three places of articulation,166
as the labial and interdental fricatives were collapsed into one category.167
To summarize, in the studies described above, the overall correct classi-168
fication rate for fricative place of articulation based on raw acoustic measures169
ranged from 77% to 85%. The early and mid studies were comparable in their170
results, staying below 80% in all cases. The more recent studies showed a 7%171
increase, yielding accuracy rates of 85%. The best results were obtained based172
on more complex combinations of acoustic parameters, as well as larger corpora173



































































challenge was distinguishing the labial and interdental fricatives.175
3. Current study176
In the current study, we add to previous research in a number of ways. In177
addition to spectral moments, we also performed a cepstral analysis which cap-178
tures features of overall spectrum shape. Routinely used in speech recognition179
(Rabiner and Schafer 2010, Deller et al. 1993), perceptually-weighted cepstral180
features form the basis for acoustic feature sets, providing useful descriptions181
for vowels and obstruents. Cepstral coe cients have also been used in clinical182
phonetics studies, outperforming spectral moments in the classification of stop183
release bursts (Bunnell et al. 2004). In the acoustic phonetics literature, Mel-184
frequency cepstral coe cients (MFCCs) were used successfully in a study on the185
classification of voicing in fricatives in British English and European Portuguese186
(Jesus and Jackson 2008). Furthermore, Ferragne and Pellegrino (2010) recom-187
mended cepstral coe cients as a means to compute distances between vowels188
in the MFCC space. This method yielded a very good estimate of the acoustic189
distance between 13 di↵erent accents of the British Isles, and led the authors190
to conclude that “the argument that MFCCs cannot be wrong (while formants191
can) provides strong support for the use of MFCCs in phonetic studies, if only192
for practical reasons” (p. 536). Using a set of 13 MFCCs, Kong et al. (2014)193
obtained 85% correct classification for three places of articulation in fricatives,194
suggesting that the advantages of cepstral coe cients carry over to segments195
other than vowels. Our study may further validate this conclusion.196
An additional research question we addressed was whether classification197
rates might benefit from a less arbitrary method of choosing measurement loca-198
tions than the widely used practice of positioning analysis windows at predefined199
positions inside a segment (Jongman et al. 2000, Jesus and Shadle 2002, Mc-200
Murray and Jongman 2011). Through the use of HMMs, we aim to divide each201
fricative into three regions, such that the variances of the measurements within202



































































of articulation, as continuants are realized as a succession of transition, steady-204
state, and transition/release phases (each composed of one or more overlapping205
gestures), which are not evenly distributed (Browman and Goldstein 1992, Zsiga206
1997, Gafos 2002, Borro↵ 2007). Our goal is to determine whether extracting207
acoustic features from such regions results in more informative data than may208
be obtained using the more traditional predefined positions.209
Lastly, we analyze fricatives in Romanian, a language for which phonetic210
studies remain relatively scarce. No acoustic studies to date have addressed211
specifically the properties of Romanian fricatives. Our fricative corpus was orig-212
inally collected by the first author of this study for her dissertation research,213
which addresses the topic of secondary palatalization more generally (Spinu214
2010). Due to the focus on secondary palatalization and the characteristics of215
its distribution in Romanian, there are important di↵erences between our stim-216
uli and those used in the majority of previous studies, such as the VC syllabic217
structure, as compared to CV (with exceptions such as Jesus and Shadle 2002,218
Pape and Jesus 2014, 2015, and Maniwa et al. 2009, who also examined frica-219
tives in a VCV context) and the inclusion of plain and palatalized fricative pairs,220
allowing us to compare these two types of segments directly. This is particularly221
noteworthy because, to our knowledge, no large-scale studies have attempted222
the classification of plain versus palatalized segments based on their acoustic223
properties. Because of these di↵erences, our study enables us to consider the224
general properties of fricatives in novel environments and thus expands upon225
previous work.226
Based on the make-up of our corpus and the type of analysis chosen, we227
can begin to answer questions about the specific properties of Romanian frica-228
tives, with regard to (a) their voicing behavior, for instance whether Roma-229
nian behaves more like the majority of Romance languages, such as Italian or230
Spanish, in exhibiting a strong voicing contrast between phonologically voiced231
and voiceless fricatives, or more like European Portuguese (as well as many232



































































2015); (b) the realization of the plain-palatalized contrast across di↵erent frica-234
tives and places of articulation; and (c) the potential similarities between our235
acoustics-based classification and the perceptual behavior of human subjects236
regarding the plain-palatalized contrast. Spinu (2010) reported very asymmet-237
rical perceptual results, with subjects being most sensitive to the secondary238
palatalization contrast in dorsals and labials, and least sensitive to this contrast239
in postalveolars. Additionally, (d) we take a closer look at the properties of the240
dorsal fricative, which has previously been described as either glottal or velar241
(Mallinson 1986), without having been systematically examined in an acoustic242
study. Most recently, Sarlin (2014) lists [x] and [ç] as allophonic realizations of243
/h/ in Romanian.244
Similarly to previous studies, we also pursue the question of which of these245
measurements are most important for the classifications. Specifically, we aim246
to identify the most predictive coe cients and moments as well as the most247
informative regions inside the segments.248
To summarize, as a result of conducting this study, we expect to determine:249
1. whether cepstral coe cients or spectral moments are better suited to clas-250
sify Romanian fricatives;251
2. whether HMM-defined regions or equal-length regions are better suited to252
classify Romanian fricatives;253
3. which combinations of coe cients, moments, and regions are most infor-254
mative towards the classification of Romanian fricatives, and255
4. some of the properties of Romanian fricatives (including aspects of their256
voicing and secondary articulation, and the place of articulation of the257





































































4.1. Secondary palatalization and the fricative inventory in Romanian261
Before describing the experimental set-up, a brief overview of Romanian262
fricatives and the mechanism behind secondary palatalization in this language263
is in order. In Romanian the plain-palatalized contrast arises as the result of264
a rule operating in certain phonological and morphological contexts (Chitoran265
2002). Surface palatalized consonants are usually associated with the presence266
of one of the two homophonous inflectional su xes consisting of /-i/: the plural267
of nouns and adjectives, and the second person singular present indicative of268
verbs.2 After consonants the /-i/ itself is not pronounced, but is manifested as269
palatalization, characterized by a secondary palatal gesture of the tongue body270
accompanying the primary articulation of the respective consonant.3 Given that271
secondary palatalization in Romanian depends on the presence of /-i/ after a272
consonant at the end of a word, we observe this phenomenon only in codas.273
Table 2 displays the underlying fricative phonemes of Romanian, as well as274
their surface word-final realizations in plain and palatalized forms. Note that275
/s/ does not become [sj], but rather undergoes full palatalization to [Sj] in the276




The stimuli consisted of pairs of words ending in a plain and a palatalized281
version of the following five fricatives: /f, v, z, S, h/. Thus, four places of282
2There is also a restricted number of monomorphemic items that exhibit final secondary
palatalization in the absence of the usual morphemes, as in [ungj] angle (pl. [ungjurj]). In
these cases, the lexical item is taken to end in an underlying /-i/.
3See Spinu et al. (2012) for sample spectrograms and analysis. The possibility that the
palatalized segment is actually a sequence of consonant plus vowel is unlikely given two lines
of evidence: (1) the palatalized form is not significantly longer; and (2) there is no evidence



































































articulation are considered: labial, dental, postalveolar, and dorsal. As the283
exact nature of the dorsal fricative in Romanian is yet to be determined in an284
acoustic study, our study aims to clarify this issue.285
Since the corpus collected was originally geared toward the investigation of286
secondary palatalization (Spinu, 2010) the segments included do not represent287
an optimal, balanced sample for the testing of place of articulation and voicing.288
Words ending in /s/ were excluded from the corpus because of the lack of a289
palatalized allophone distinct from [Sj], and not enough words ending in [Z]290
met the word shape criteria imposed on the corpus. Furthermore, Romanian291
does not have a (phonemic) voiced dorsal fricative. Thus, while ideally our292
corpus would have contained voiced and voiceless segments from all four places293
of articulation, it was only feasible to include those listed above, and exclude [s]294
and [Z].295
The list of stimuli is provided in Table 3. There were four pairs (8 target296
items) for each fricative. Half of the target items ended in a plain fricative297
(morphologically singular forms) and the other half in a palatalized fricative298
(corresponding plural forms). The stimuli were presented in a context-neutral299
carrier sentence, as in (1), where the targets are shown in phonetic transcription300
inside square brackets. All segments of interest were in word-final position in301
real words of Romanian, which were all disyllabic and bearing final stress.302
(1) Am să aleg cuvântul [pantof/pantofj] când voi fi gata.303
’I’ll choose the word [pantof/pantofj] (’shoe/shoes’) when I am ready.’304
The vowels preceding the target fricatives were not strictly controlled for, as the305
other requirements (final stress, real words, final segment) had already imposed306
limitations on word selection. However, high front vowels were excluded because,307
as typical triggers of secondary palatalization in other languages, their presence308
might have resulted in coarticulatory e↵ects on our targets. Thus, the preceding309
vowels were restricted to [e, a, o, u]. In all cases, the segment following the target310





































































In addition to the target sentences, twice as many fillers were included. The314
fillers were also paired, but showed inflections other than singular or plural, so315
as to distract the subjects from the target pairs. The set of 120 items (40316
targets + 80 fillers) was presented three times to each subject, with the items317
automatically randomized for each block. Thus, a full set of recordings contained318
120 target items per subject: 5 consonants ⇥ 4 items (words) per consonant ⇥319
2 forms per item (plain and palatalized) ⇥ 3 repetitions.320
4.3. Participants321
Thirty-one subjects (11 males, 20 females) with no history of speech or322
hearing disorders participated in the study. They were all native speakers of323
standard Romanian and ranged in age from 19 to 30, with an average age of324
21.6 years. Some of the subjects reported speaking foreign languages (most often325
English and/or French) but had typically learned them in school, after the age of326
10, and had not had long-term exposure to native speakers of these languages.327
None of the subjects reported being bilingual. They were all recruited and328
tested in Bucharest, Romania, and received compensation for their time.329
4.4. Procedure330
The experiment took place in a quiet room in Bucharest, Romania. Each331
subject was tested individually. All three blocks were recorded in a single ex-332
perimental session, with short breaks in between. The subjects were recorded333
reading the target items and fillers on a Sony Vaio VGN-SZ440 notebook, with334
a Sennheiser PC 136 USB boomset. No amplifiers were used. The positioning335
of the microphone was level with the participant’s mouth in the vertical dimen-336
sion. Horizontally, it was placed close to the corner of the participant’s mouth,337
out of the way of the pu↵s of air emitted by the mouth and nose while speaking.338
The microphone was positioned as close to the speakers’ lips as possible with-339
out letting their lips touch it while speaking. Care was taken to ensure that the340



































































(which were not used) were placed over the subjects’ ears, but did not block342
them from hearing their own speech.343
The stimuli were presented and recorded using a prototype of the Mod-344
elTalker Voice Recorder (Yarrington et al. 2008). Each sentence was displayed345
on the computer screen in Romanian orthography and a recording was made346
as the subject read the sentence. The acoustic speech signal was recorded with347
16-bit quantization and a sampling frequency of 16 kHz. No pre-emphasis was348
applied. Acceptable ranges for f0 and amplitude were set based on microphone349
calibration. The f0 range was set as ±20% of the average f0 of practice sentences350
recorded during calibration, and the amplitude range was -12 to -1 dB. Silence351
was defined as an amplitude lower than -45 dB at either end of a recording. If352
a recording was produced outside of the acceptable ranges for f0 or amplitude,353
or if silence could not be detected at either end, then the recording software354
prompted the speaker to repeat the sentence. Silence in excess of 200 ms was355
then trimmed, but no further manipulation of the recordings took place. When356
a sentence was produced appropriately, the software automatically moved on357
to the following sentence. Before beginning the actual experiment, the sub-358
jects had a practice session with 20 items to familiarize themselves with the359
procedure.360
All of the subjects except one produced the full set of three repetitions; the361
remaining subject only produced two repetitions. Some items were discarded362
due to disfluencies, leaving a total of 3,674 fricatives for acoustic analysis.363
After each sentence was recorded, the software automatically aligned a364
phonetic transcription to the acoustic signal to estimate the start and end of365
each fricative. Each alignment was then inspected manually and all errors were366
corrected by hand. The segmentation was determined based on both waveform367
and wideband spectrogram, following Jongman et al. (2000) and Nissen and368
Fox (2005). The onset of a fricative was the point at which high-frequency369
energy first appeared on the spectrogram, or the point at which the number370



































































minimum immediately preceding the silence associated with the closure of the372
following stop, which was always [k]. These methods do not fundamentally373
deviate from other segmentation descriptions reported in the literature (Jesus374
and Shadle 2002, 2005, Hoelterho↵ and Reetz 2007, Pape and Jesus 2015). As375
observed by Jesus and Shadle (2002), “during the vowel–fricative transition,376
there is a decrease in amplitude, voicing ceases (for unvoiced fricatives) and377
frication noise starts. [...] These events do not occur simultaneously or always378




To clarify the issue of the exact phonetic realization of the Romanian dorsal383
fricative in coda position, all waveforms, spectrograms, and spectra (obtained384
using Praat version 5.4.01, Boersma and Weenink 2015) of plain and palatalized385
/h/ tokens (a total of 733 items) were visually inspected and and assigned to a386
phonetic category. Following Nawrocki (2008), a velar segment [x] was identi-387
fied when the spectrum displayed 1-3 isolated bands, located at approximately388
2, 4-5 and 6-7 kHz. A glottal segment was identified when the spectrum and389
spectrogram displayed an arrangement of relatively robust spectral peaks imi-390
tating the formant structure of the preceding vowel (as the vowels di↵ered in391
quality, these spectral peaks were also di↵erently configured across the glottal392
tokens identified). Finally, during the analysis it became apparent that a third393
type of segment was present in the data, with almost no noise below 3 kHz and394
a friction range stretching from 3-6 kHz, sometimes with two distinguishable395
peaks around 3 kHz and 5-6 kHz. This realization closely corresponds to the396
voiceless palatal fricative [ç] (Nawrocki 2008), so tokens exhibiting this structure397



































































4.5.2. Acoustic feature sets399
We compared two sets of acoustic parameter features. The first set, hence-400
forth referred to as the Spectral Moment set (SM), consists of the first four401
spectral moments (Bark-scaled), the RMS amplitude, and the total energy of402
the spectrum below 500 Hz, henceforth called the low-frequency energy or LFE403
(this is similar to McMurray and Jongman’s (2011) Low Frequency Energy mea-404
sure). The latter was included in order to compensate for the fact that none405
of the first four moments captures much information about the content of the406
spectrum at the low end of the frequency scale. The reasoning behind this was407
to give this feature set a higher chance of detecting voicing, to the extent that408
it manifests as low-frequency energy. The second set, henceforth the Cepstral409
Coe cient set (CC), consists of the first 6 cepstral coe cients (c0-c5), also410
Bark-scaled. The choice of Bark scaling was motivated by the fact that, while411
a pilot study with the same data revealed no significant di↵erences between the412
performance of Bark and linear spectral moments, the Bark moments slightly413
outperformed the linear ones. Forrest et al. (1988) and Bunnell et al. (2004),414
also reported an advantage of Bark-scaled moments or coe cients over linear415
ones.416
4.5.3. Feature extraction and division into regions417
The acoustic feature sets (either SM or CC) were extracted from each418
fricative of interest as a series of analysis windows (also referred to as feature419
vectors) spaced 10 ms apart, using a Hamming window of 20 ms (Forrest et420
al. 1988, Halberstadt and Glass 1997).4 The set of feature vectors for each421
4Jongman at al. (2000) opt for a 40-ms window at the expense of resolution in the tem-
poral domain, but Koenig et al. (2013) discuss the di↵erential distribution of acoustic cues
over time and urge that future work“implement a more complex algorithm for finding the
mid-frequency peak, taking into account expected variation as a function of speaker, time
point, and/or phonetic context” (p.1187). Other studies of frication and voicing classifica-
tion (Jesus and Jackson 2008, Pape and Jesus 2015, Pape et al. 2015) have found significant



































































phonetic segment was then divided into three regions using one of two methods,422
as described below.423
a. Division into equal regions. In the first method, we simply divided424
the vectors into three regions of approximately equal duration. If the number425
of vectors was not exactly divisible by three, then we partitioned them such426
that the first and third regions had the same number of vectors, and the middle427
region had either one more or one less. This method ensured that the middle428
region stayed centered on the midpoint of the phone.429
b. Division by HMMs. In the second method, we used HMMs to divide430
the segments into regions of internally minimized variance. Each HMM consists431
of three states arranged in a linear series. Each state models one region of a432
phoneme, and the state’s parameters consist of the means and variances of the433
feature vectors within that region. To train the model, the training segments434
are first divided into regions of approximately equal duration, and the initial six435
means and six variances of those regions are used as the initial parameters of the436
model states. However, a feature vector on the edge of a region may lie closer437
to the means of the adjacent state. Thus, in the next step, the boundaries438
between the regions are recalculated so that the total likelihood of the data439
is maximized with reference to the current model parameters. The means and440
variances of the new regions are then recalculated. This process is repeated until441
it converges (that is, no feature vectors are reassigned). The e↵ect is to maximize442
the di↵erences between adjacent states while minimizing the di↵erences among443
feature vectors within the same state.444
A cross-validation protocol was used to train 31 sets of models: each set445
was trained on the data from 30 of the speakers, then used to segment the446
withheld data from the remaining speaker. For each model set, separate HMMs447
were trained to model plain and palatalized versions of each of the five target448
fricatives, particularly with respect to voicing, are not known, and half of our corpus consists



































































fricatives, for a total of 10 models per set. Following common practice in speech449
recognition, the feature vectors were speaker-normalized prior to training (that450
is, the speaker’s means were subtracted from the features for that speaker).451
Maximum-likelihood HMM training was performed to convergence once using452
the Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi 1967), and then again using the Baum-Welch453
algorithm (Baum et al. 1970). Finally, the Viterbi algorithm was used again to454
align the trained HMMs at the state level to the target segments, dividing each455
into three regions corresponding to the three states.456
Note that we are using HMMs in this study only for segment division,457
not for the actual classification. Although the HMMs could be used for the458
classification, we chose to use logistic regression analysis for classification in our459
study, because regression enables us to examine more carefully the contribution460
of each coe cient to the success of the classification (Baayen 2008).461
To summarize, the four combinations of acoustic feature sets and region462
division methods we compare are presented in Table 4.463
[INSERT TABLE 4]464
4.5.4. Statistical analyses465
After dividing each target segment into three regions, the means of the466
features over all of the vectors in each region were calculated and used as in-467
put to the statistical analyses. This resulted in 18 di↵erent measures for each468
parameter set: 6 features (either cepstral coe cients or spectral moments) ⇥ 3469
regions inside each segment. Following McMurray and Jongman (2011), we con-470
ducted multinomial logistic regression analyses with consonant identity (place),471
palatalization, voicing, or gender as the dependent variable and the 18 measures472
as continuous explanatory variables. Logistic regression has been claimed to be473
best fitted for categorical response data, as theoretical problems arise with the474
application of discriminant analyses to them (Morrison and Kondaurova 2009,475
p. 2160). We used Matlab R2013a (MATLAB 2013) to determine the regres-476



































































measures and regions that would yield the most successful classifications.478
The first analysis was run on the entire data, including all 5 fricative479
phonemes. Because of the confound between place of articulation and voicing480
in our corpus, we also ran analyses on two subsets: just the voiceless fricatives481
[f, S, h] and just the voiced fricatives [v, z]. We ran a fourth analysis on a subset482
composed of only [f] and [v] in order to examine the properties of voicing in483
Romanian labial fricatives and our method’s classification capabilities in regard484
to voicing alone, as these two segments are assumed to di↵er only in laryn-485
geal state (though Proctor et al. (2010) report that voiced fricatives are also486
generally produced with a larger pharynx compared to voiceless fricatives, sug-487
gesting that midsagittal analysis of the vocal tract alone is not su cient for the488
characterization of fricative production and voicing).Finally, the performance of489
various combinations of acoustic measures (e.g. the top predictors from the set490
of 18 measures) and out-of-sample classifications were examined in additional491
analyses.492
5. Results493
In this section, we first provide descriptive results for the dorsal fricative494
and visual displays of fricative spectra and HMM state distributions. This is495
followed by the results of the various logistic regression analyses.496
5.1. The dorsal fricative497
The plain dorsal fricative was realized as velar [x] 86.7% of the time and as498
glottal [h] 13.3%, based on the analysis of 368 items. There was a slight tendency499
for males to produce more glottal realizations (males 15.9%, females 11.8%),500
but this di↵erence did not reach statistical significance. As for the palatalized501
forms (365 items), all but one (99.7%) were realized as the palatal fricative [ç];502
the exception was realized as a glottal by a female subject. Even though the503
dorsal phoneme was overall realized at three di↵erent places of articulation, we504



































































plain and palatalized realizations (as we did with the other fricatives). The506
reasons behind this decision include the fact that the palatal realization [ç]507
corresponded to the palatalized form 100% of the time, and 0% of the time to508
the plain one. This type of allophony may also be present in the other fricatives509
produced mainly with a tongue tip/tongue body gesture, such as [z] or [S]. If510
there is su cient acoustic similarity between the plain and palatalized forms,511
we expect them to be classified as part of the same place category. As for the512
glottal realizations, they are too few to warrant the introduction of a di↵erent513
place category. We understand that this introduced a source of variability for514
the classifier, but ultimately this level of free variation may well exist with515
other places tested, for instance labiodental fricatives, which “exhibited the most516
variability across speakers” in an articulatory study using magnetic resonance517
imaging (Narayanan et al. 1995, p. 1344). We leave it to future work to518
determine whether our classification method can reliably distinguish the glottal,519
velar, and palatal places from each other.520
5.2. Fricative spectra521
Cepstral coe cients are calculated by applying the Discrete Cosine Trans-522
form, which is completely reversible, to the output of a spectrum passed through523
a bank of 16 bandpass filters. Hence, the transform’s inverse can be used on524
the parameters of the trained HMM states, which consist simply of coe cient525
means, to back-calculate the mean filter outputs, and hence a rough “spectrum”526
for each HMM state representing the feature vectors associated with that state.527
This procedure was used with the trained CC HMMs to calculate a mean spec-528
trum over all speakers and utterances for each state of each fricative, as shown529
in Figure 1.530
[INSERT FIGURE 1]531
A few characteristics of these spectra are worth pointing out. First, there532
are distinct spectral shapes for each phoneme evident in the first region, but533



































































particular, the low-frequency “voice bars” of the voiced consonants /v/ and /z/535
are visible in the first region, but completely disappear in the other two re-536
gions. On the other hand, the distinctions between plain and palatal allophones537
are clearly noticeable only in the third regions – except for the dorsal, where538
there are obvious di↵erences in all three regions. This palatalization, which539
manifests as high amplitudes in the mid-frequency range, is apparent for the540
non-sibilants but much less so for the sibilants /S/ and /z/, which have energy541
in that frequency range in their plain forms as well.542
5.3. HMM state distribution543
Figure 2 displays the mean distribution of frames assigned to each region544
of the fricative by the HMMs, using the cepstral coe cient parameter set (left)545
and the spectral moment set (right). For the most part, the segments were546
divided as expected, with shorter first and third regions (corresponding to the547
transition phases) and a longer, steady-state portion in the middle. The most548
notable di↵erence between sets is in their treatment of the palatalized dorsal549
fricatives: whereas the CC HMM assigns them a long initial region (mean 106550
ms), the SM HMM instead assigns them a long final region (mean 127 ms).551
[INSERT FIGURE 2]552
5.4. Logistic regression: all measures553
5.4.1. All consonants together.554
Figure 3 shows the overall classification results for all parameter sets and555
for each classification task, when all 18 measures are used as predictor variables.556
Both CC parameter sets performed better than the SM sets in most cases, and557
the HMM-divided regions generally yielded better classification results within558
sets.559
[INSERT FIGURE 3]560
Figure 4 shows detailed results of the consonant identity classification task,561



































































the CC HMM parameter set performed best, with an overall classification rate563
of 95.29%, followed by the CC EQ set (90.58%), the SM HMM set (88.49%), and564
the SM EQ set (84.35%). On average, then, the CC sets outperform the SM sets565
by 6.5%, and region selection by HMM improves classification by another 4.4%.566
Particularly large di↵erences between the CC HMM and other sets are noted567
with the classification of the labials /f,v/, which may be partly due to the large568
di↵erences in region division for palatal /f,v/ between the CC HMM and SM569
HMM sets, as shown in Figure 2. For /v/, large di↵erences are also seen between570
CC EQ and SM EQ, indicating that feature di↵erences and region di↵erences571
each independently account for a portion of the large di↵erences in classification572
accuracy. For /f/, however, only the CC HMM set has a substantially di↵erent573
accuracy, indicating that it is the combination of feature sets and region divisions574
that produces the di↵erence. Note however that a large di↵erence in region575
divisions will not necessarily lead to a large change in classification accuracy;576
for example, the most striking di↵erence in Figure 2 between the two feature577
sets is in their divisions of palatalized /h/, yet the classification di↵erence for578
/h/ is small relative to the di↵erence for /v/. How the regions are divided will579
have little e↵ect if, for example, the variance of the features throughout the580
consonant is small to begin with.581
[INSERT FIGURE 4]582
Table 5 shows the individual consonant confusions for the CC-HMM set.583
Although the correct classification is very high overall, /f/ and /h/ yielded584
slightly lower correct classification rates as compared to the other three seg-585
ments: about 5% of each was classified as the other. We also find about 3%586
each of /f/ and /v/ classified as the other. These were also the two most com-587
mon confusions for the other three parameter sets. However, the third most588
commonly confused pair for the other sets was /v/ and /h/, with error rates589
between 3% and 6%. Despite the fact that one is voiced and the other voice-590
less, these two segments have similar spectra, as seen in Figure 1, each with two591



































































CC HMM set, however, is very successful at distinguishing the two, as shown593
in Table 5, with a mean confusion rate of only 0.34%.594
[INSERT TABLE 5]595
For the other classification tasks (by palatalization, by voicing, and by596
gender), the same ordering of results generally held: accuracies were higher597
with cepstral coe cients than with spectral moments, and usually higher with598
HMM-determined regions than with equal-length regions (see Figure 3). For599
the CC HMM set, the classification rates were 88.2% for palatalization, 97.3%600
for voicing, and 79.7% for gender.601
Figure 5 shows a breakdown of the palatalization results for the CC HMM602
set. As noted in Section 5.2, the spectral di↵erences between plain and palatal-603
ized segments are least clear with the sibilants. Indeed, most palatalization604
classification errors were encountered with [S], as about half of the plain tokens605
were miscategorized as palatalized – a pattern also encountered in human per-606
ception in an experiment based on this corpus (Spinu et al. 2012). The other607
coronal fricative, [z], was the segment with the next highest rate of errors –608
another result found in the perception experiment.609
[INSERT FIGURE 5]610
5.4.2. Consonant subsets.611
For the consonant subsets (voiceless, voiced, and labial), the results of612
classification by consonant identity are shown in Figure 6 for the four parameter613
sets. As before, classification rates for the CC parameter sets were higher than614
for the corresponding SM sets overall, indicating that the higher classification615
rates for cepstral coe cients obtained previously were not because of the data616
confounds between place and voice. Although the size of this e↵ect varied from617
one subset to another, the number of classification errors in the SM-HMM set618
was reduced 45-83% in the corresponding CC HMM set. As for the advantage of619



































































voiced and voiceless sets, but quite large in the labial subset. This may indicate621
that the use of HMM-defined regions is particularly useful for distinguishing622
between voiced and voiceless fricatives. In fact, it is with plain and palatal [f]623
that some of the largest deviations from equal length can be observed in the624
lengths of the regions determined by the HMMs (see Figure 2).625
[INSERT FIGURE 6]626
Classifications by palatalization and gender were also performed on the con-627
sonant subsets (Figure 7). While cepstral coe cients continued to outperform628
spectral moments in all cases, the advantage of using HMM-divided regions was629
often small or non-existent – particularly in the classification of gender, where630
the SM EQUAL set obtained higher classification rates than the SM HMM set631
for every consonant subset. This may indicate that acoustic cues for gender tend632
to be evenly spread throughout the fricative. The highest classification rates for633
gender were obtained with the voiced subset for all parameter sets, suggesting634
that gender cues are more available in voiced consonants than in voiceless conso-635
nants. Much higher classification rates by palatalization were obtained with the636
labial subset (95-97%) than with either the voiceless or voiced subsets (83-93%).637
This is likely because the latter two subsets contain [S] and [z], respectively, for638
which it is particularly di cult to identify palatalization, as already discussed.639
[INSERT FIGURE 7]640
5.5. Contributions of fricative regions641
Figure 8 presents the classification rates obtained from just the acoustic642
measures extracted from the individual regions of the fricative, for the CC HMM643
and SM HMM analyses, for classifications by consonant, by palatalization, and644
by gender. The rates using all three regions are also included for reference.645
[INSERT FIGURE 8]646
For classification by consonant identity, drops in accuracy from 10 to 33%647



































































rate as high as 84.6% can still be reached with cepstral coe cients when using649
only the first region of the fricative. For spectral moments, a slightly higher650
accuracy was reached with the middle region than the first (78.8% vs. 75.1%).651
Much lower classification rates were observed with the third region for both652
parameter sets, where the spectra tend to lose their distinct shapes (see Figure653
1). This suggests that the perceptual cues for consonant identity are mostly654
located in the beginning and middle of the fricative.655
In contrast, the highest classification rates by palatalization were obtained656
with the last region for both parameter sets, with drops of only 2% relative to657
using all 3 regions. This result is consistent with the observation of distinct658
spectra in the third region as shown in Figure 1. The largest drops in accuracy659
– 20% for both parameters sets – were obtained with the first region.660
With gender classification, di↵erent patterns are seen between the two661
parameter sets. With the CC HMM set, accuracy decreases by 6% using the662
first region, and by 10% using either of the other two. With the SM HMM set,663
however, the rate drops are much smaller: from 2% with the last region, to 4%664
with the middle region.665
Finally, results for classification by voicing are shown in Figure 9, for all666
fricatives (left) and for the labial subset (right). With all consonants, voicing667
classification rates decrease less than 3% when using parameters from just the668
first region of the fricative, but as much as 26% using just the last region. This669
decrease is even higher – up to 39% – with the labial subset. This suggests that670
the voice distinction is mostly realized at the beginning of the fricative, and is671
consistent with the possibility that Romanian fricatives tend to devoice towards672
the end of the segment. This hypothesis is corroborated by the reconstructed673
spectra (Figure 1) that indicate that the voice bar for /v, z/ is almost entirely674
absent in the final two regions.675
[INSERT FIGURE 9]676



































































single regions of the fricative, although the region required depends on the clas-678
sification goal and sometimes the parameter set used. While similar drops in679
accuracy were observed between the two parameter sets when using only one680
region, cepstral coe cients still generally perform better than moments when681
using one region, just like they do when using all 3 regions.682
683
5.6. Top measures contributing to classification684
In order to investigate more closely which of the parameters in each set were685
most essential to the classification of the fricatives, we examined the coe cients686
of the regression models. Each parameter is associated in the model with a687
number of beta coe cients (equal to the number of categories minus one), and688
each beta coe cient is associated with a t-statistic (or t-stat), a measure that689
the beta’s true value does not equal zero. Roughly speaking, the greater the690
t-stat, the larger the parameter’s contribution to the categorization. Table 6691
lists the three most significant parameters for each classification, as determined692




Considering this measure, the most significant contributors toward the clas-697
sification of consonant identity using the CC HMM parameter set are, in rank698
order, the mean c2 (the second cepstral coe cient) and mean c1 extracted from699
the consonant’s initial region, and mean c1 extracted from the middle region.700
The regions chosen by this method agree with the analysis of regions in the701
previous section. As for the coe cients, c1 roughly corresponds with spectral702
5In most cases, using the mean absolute t-stat instead of the maximum resulted in the
same top three parameters. In the few cases where they di↵ered, regressions using the top 3



































































tilt, increasing with low frequencies and decreasing with high ones, while a large703
c2 is associated with low energy around 650-3500 Hz and high energy at lower704
or higher frequencies.705
Table 6 also shows the most significant contributors for the SM HMM706
parameter set. Again, the first and second regions are selected as most useful.707
The best performing parameter is m2 (the second spectral moment), which708
measures the variance of the energy distribution, extracted from the middle709
region. This is followed by m3, the spectral tilt or skewness, and the low-710
frequency energy – both extracted from the initial region.711
New logistic regression classifications were performed using only the top 3712
parameters for each set. The results, as seen in Table 6, show that reasonably713
high classification rates are maintained even with only 3 parameters. There is a714
larger drop in accuracy with the spectral moments (14%) than with the cepstral715
coe cients (10%), however.716
Figure 10 displays three-dimensional plots of the top three factors from717
CC HMM and from SM HMM. The separation of the tokens into relatively718
distinct areas is apparent, though more so for the cepstral coe cients than719
for the moments. The fact that the dorsal appears to fall into two distinct720
regions may reflect the separation of two di↵erent phonetic realizations, velar721
and palatal. One of the regions formed by /h/ overlaps with the postalveolar722
region, suggesting this might be the case. Some of the outlying dorsal fricatives723




For palatalization, the cepstral coe cients c4 and c3 extracted from the728
third region of consonant segments are by far the strongest contributors, while729
c2 plays a smaller role. As seen previously, the final region of the consonant is730



































































associated with low energy around 4000 Hz, appears to have played the most732
important part towards classification. As palatalized segments tend to have high733
energy around 4000 Hz (see Figure 1), they tend to have a negative value for734
c4. The coe cient c3 is more associated with high energy around 3000 Hz, and735
so palatalized segments usually have a positive c3 value. As for the SM HMM736
set, the top parameters are the first 3 moments, all extracted from the final737
region. The third spectral moment (skew or spectral tilt) has a much higher738
t-stat, suggesting a far greater importance for this parameter.739
As shown in Table 6, logistic regressions using only the top 3 factors for740
each parameter set maintain a high level of classification, dropping only 3-4% in741
accuracy relative to the full analyses. Figure 11 plots the data according to the742
top 3 parameters for each parameter set. Again, a cleaner separation of groups743




Table 6 also provides the 3 most important contributors to the classification748
of voicing. As was seen before, the first region of the fricative appears to be749
particularly important for voicing identification. For the CC HMM set, the750
large t-stats suggest that c1 and c2 are particularly useful for classification,751
with c5 (which correlates with energies around 1250 and 4000 Hz) making a752
smaller contribution. This is a highly informative triplet of measures: a logistic753
regression using only these three cues maintains a classification rate of 95.8%,754
a drop less than 1.5% from the regression using all 18 cues.755
For spectral moments, the top contributors were m3 and m2 from the first756
region, and m2 from the third region as well. But these three cues are not nearly757
as informative as the full set: classification drops 10% when using only these 3758
cues. Note that the Low-Frequency Energy is not one of the top 3 parameters.759



































































on the set of all five consonants, and larger di↵erences might be found for other761
parameters between various pairs of voiced and voiceless consonants. Note in762
Figure 1 that the di↵erence in amplitude in the low-frequency range between763
the voiced and voiceless is segments is not actually very large even in the first764
region. Even for the labials, a larger di↵erence in amplitude may be observed765
in the mid-frequency range.766
Figure 12 plots the data by the top 3 cues for each parameter set. A much767
cleaner separation between voiced and voiceless consonants is observed with the768




To test whether the high classification rates we obtained for consonant773
identity carry over out-of-sample, we conducted a new series of analyses in which774
we trained CC HMM and SM HMM logistic regression models on randomly-775
selected sets of subjects, and tested on the out-of-sample subjects. We ran 15776
cases, in which the number of held-out subjects varied from 1 to 15. For each777
case, we ran 100 Monte Carlo scenarios, in which that number of subjects was778
randomly selected and left out. The remaining data were used to train the779
logistic regression model. Finally, the beta coe cients from the training set780
regression were applied to the out-of-sample data to predict the categories of781
those data.782
The standard deviations of the classification rates vary for the CC-HMM783
set from 3.21% (for one subject withheld) to 0.87% (for 15 subjects withheld);784
similarly the standard deviations for SM-HMM vary from 4.82% to 1.08%. The785
results show that classification rates are very robust even when almost half of786
the data is held out. The di↵erence in mean classification rates between the787




































































6.1. Cepstral coe cients vs. spectral moments790
While previous work suggests that CCs may present advantages over other791
types of measures (Ferragne and Pellegrino, 2012), this claim has been only792
weakly corroborated by recent results such as Kong et al. (2014). That study793
used a set of 13 MFCCs and only classified three places of articulation for an794
overall correct classification rate of 85%. Our study shows that higher correct795
classification rates can be obtained with a more parsimonious set of CCs and an796
additional place of articulation. The rates we obtained for the classification of797
consonant identity exceeded 95% both when all four places of articulation were798
included, and when the corpus was restricted to voiceless consonants (three799
places of articulation). While the CC HMM set yielded the highest classifi-800
cation rates for all classifications attempted, particular advantages (over 5%801
higher accuracy as compared to the SM sets) were noted in the overall classi-802
fication of consonant identity, the classification of labials in the full consonant803
set, the overall classification of voicing, and the classification of gender when all804
consonants were considered as well as in the voiced subset.805
Furthermore, the robustness of the CC method was apparent when we806
considered the restriction of the acoustic parameter sets to the top three con-807
tributors. Using only three predictors, overall classification of the CC HMM set808
exceeded that of the SM HMM set by approximately 11% for consonant identity,809
5% for palatalization, and over 14% for voicing.810
6.2. HMM-determined regions vs. equal-length regions811
The advantage of HMM-defined over equal regions was not as clearcut as812
that of CCs over SMs, but it is still the case that for most types of classification813
a small advantage was noted. In some classifications, the advantage of HMM814
regions was more apparent with SMs (e.g. the classification of /z/ and /h/ in815
the full consonant set), while in others it was so with CCs, with a di↵erence816



































































consonant set; the overall classification of voicing). SMs stand out in that the818
equal-region set slightly outperformed HMMs for the overall gender classification819
(as well as in every subset) and in the classification of palatalization in the820
labial subset, a pattern never encountered with CCs. Thus it may be concluded821
that the advantage of HMM-defined regions is most notable when the acoustic822
measures are based on CCs, but may not play a substantial part when SMs are823
employed.824
While the HMM- versus equal-region comparison is not fully conclusive, it825
is important to note that using regions as opposed to averaging over an entire826
segment has noticeable advantages in the classification of palatalization. Spinu827
et al. (2012) obtained an overall classification rate of 78% based on the same828
fricative corpus, using averages over the entire segments for Bark CCs 0-5 plus829
segment duration as predictors. In the current study, 88.2% correct classification830
for palatalization was obtained with HMM regions and 87.3% with equal regions,831
even without using segment duration.832
6.3. Top contributors833
Some of the previous studies reported the most important SM contributors834
towards the classification of place of articulation, but there does not appear to835
be a high degree of agreement in which these were. Spectral skewness (m3) was836
the highest contributor in Forrest et al. (1988), spectral mean (m1) was most837
informative in Jongman et al. (2000), and skewness and variance (m2) were838
most useful towards classification in Nissen and Fox (2005). Providing a more839
fine-grained perspective, McMurray and Jongman (2011) determined m1, m2,840
and m3 obtained from frication portions to be informative for place in sibilants,841
and m3 and m4 obtained from the vowel-fricative transition to be important842
to the classification of place in non-sibilants. They also found that m2 is an843
important contributor in the detection of sibilance, regardless of place.844
The results of our study also suggest that fine-grained distinctions can be845



































































voicing). Thus, for the SM HMM set, the main contributors for the classification847
of consonant identity were m2, m3, and LFE. For palatalization, m3, m2, and848
m1 were most useful, in that order. The main contributors in the classification of849
voicing were m3 and m2. Classification rates obtained using only these measures850
as predictors ranged from 74.5% to 81.3%, compared to 84.49%-91.43% for the851
full set of 18 measures. For the CC HMM set, we found c2 and c1 to be852
the highest contributors to consonant identity (place). For the classification of853
palatalization, c4, c3, and c2 were most informative and for the classification of854
voicing c1, c2 and c5 were the top 3 contributors. Correct classification rates855
based on these coe cients alone were between 85.17% and 95.81%, compared856
to 88.16%-97.25% based on the full set with 18 coe cients.857
As far as the contribution of di↵erent regions is concerned, our results858
suggest that the first and second regions inside fricatives are most useful towards859
place and voicing classification whereas the last region is best suited for the860
classification of palatalization. The classification of gender was relatively stable861
across all regions.862
6.4. Classification rates compared to prior studies863
Our classification rates for place of articulation (95.3% for the full conso-864
nant group and 95.6% for voiceless consonants only) were higher than any of865
those reported in the studies presented in Section 2. Those studies, however,866
examined pre-vocalic fricatives rather than post-vocalic ones, so caution must867
be taken in comparing them. Moreoever, our corpus, did not pose the added868
challenge of distinguishing between two front places of articulation, labiodental869
and interdental, so a direct comparison is only warranted with Kong et al.’s870
(2014) study. Even though labiodental and interdental fricatives were included871
in Kong et al.’s study, they were collapsed into one place and thus only three872
places of articulation were classified, yielding a correct classification rate of 85%.873
It is, however, noteworthy that our high correct classification rates with874



































































precluding the need for additional measurements of many di↵erent types, such876
as those employed in Jongman et al. (2000) and McMurray and Jongman (2011).877
We must also consider the fact that the syllabic position of our fricatives (in878
the coda) was not ideal, as codas have been claimed to be a weaker position879
for the realization of acoustic cues for consonants in general (Fujimura et al.880
1978, Ohala 1990, Wright 2004). In addition, we have not used any measures881
that straddle the vowel-fricative transition, unlike most previous studies, and882
in doing so we may be missing information important to classification, as this883
region has proven particularly informative in previous research. All of these884
suggest that our classification method is very robust.885
6.5. The voicing contrast in Romanian886
The production of voiced fricatives involves “the complex interaction of887
articulatory constraints from three separate goals: the formation of the appro-888
priate oral constriction, the control of airflow through the constriction so as889
to achieve frication, and the maintenance of glottal oscillation by attending to890
transglottal pressure” (Proctor et al. 2010, p. 1507). The extent to which this891
articulatory complexity plays a part in fricative devoicing varies from language892
to language. Studies of European Portuguese (Jesus and Shadle 2002, Pape and893
Jesus 2014, 2015) indicate that heavy devoicing occurs in the VC position (up894
to 76.5% of the time full devoicing for [z] and 48.4% for [v], with additional par-895
tially devoiced segments). Our corpus enabled a closer look into this mechanism896
for Romanian, as the two labials included formed a phonologically voiced and897
voiceless pair. While we found that /f/ can be distinguished from /v/ over 95%898
of the time when all regions of a segment are used together, the picture is very899
di↵erent when the regions are considered separately. Only the first region yields900
correct classification rates above 90%, and a marked decrease is noted for the901
other two regions, to approximately 57% in the third region. Given that only902
two consonants are classified, this is only slightly higher than chance. Thus,903
we may conclude that partial devoicing – possibly to a very large extent – is904



































































is independent of the context or may best be explained by coarticulation with906
the following segment, the voiceless obstruent [k]. Future studies may clarify907
this issue and thus determine whether Romanian behaves more like European908
Portuguese (and Germanic and Slavic languages) or other Romance languages909
such as Italian or Spanish.910
6.6. Palatalization in Romanian911
The classification rates for palatalization status (displayed for the CC912
HMM set in Figure 4) are strongly reminiscent of the performance of human913
subjects in a series of perceptual experiments based on stimuli from the same914
corpus (Spinu 2010, Spinu et al. 2012). Similarly to humans, our feature vec-915
tors yielded the highest correct classification rates with the dorsal fricative, and916
the lowest with the postalveolar fricative, with a strong bias to categorize plain917
postalveolars as palatalized. The increased error rate with the alveolar fricative918
[z] as compared to the labials was also encountered with human perception.919
Overall, our classification closely replicated human performance. This suggests920
that the information in these acoustic measures may do a good job of capturing921
the similarity relations underlying listeners’ categorization.922
From the perspective of acoustic classification, we have found the third923
region to be by far the most informative with respect to the presence or absence924
of secondary palatalization. Given that the HMM-defined third regions were925
relatively short in some cases (below 30 ms), a tentative conclusion may be926
that, while primary and secondary gestures can be realized simultaneously, the927
secondary palatalization gesture in Romanian may to at least some degree follow928
the primary articulation, such that the acoustic cues associated with it are929
realized very strongly at the end of the segment. Sequential realization is also930
partially supported by the results for segment duration in Spinu et al. (2012),931
with longer duration observed for all palatalized segments compared to their932
plain counterparts. Significant di↵erences in duration, however, were only found933



































































6.7. The dorsal fricative in Romanian935
Our findings indicate that plain and palatalized /h/ are realized at distinct936
places of articulation, thus confirming the validity of the allophones proposed937
by Sarlin (2014). Furthermore, we have found that plain /h/ is mostly realized938
as velar [x], with a small number of speakers showing a preference for glottal [h],939
and other speakers using the glottal realization sporadically. This finding is con-940
sistent with Mallinson’s (1986) observation that before liquids and in word-final941
position, /h/ can be realized as a velar. Six percent of the palatalized [çj] tokens942
were also classified as plain (100% of the plain tokens were classified correctly),943
but the overall correct classification rates collapsing plain and palatalized dor-944
sals (e.g. CC HMM consonant identity classifications for all consonants or for945
the voiceless subset) were above 95%. These miscategorizations did not have946
a strong e↵ect on the overall success of the classifier. While [h], [x], and [çj]947
are distinct in spectrographic displays and human perception, the acoustic dif-948
ferences between them may be small enough to mimic the variability present949
with other fricatives even when this variability does not consist of di↵erences in950
primary place of articulation. In any case, the success of our classifier with the951
problematic Romanian ’dorsals’ suggests that it can handle variability well.952
6.8. Limitations953
For all acoustic parameter sets, a number of methodological issues made954
the classification tasks relatively challenging. To begin with, the distribution of955
place of articulation in the corpus was asymmetric, with twice as many labials956
as each of the other places. The uneven distribution of vowels preceding the957
fricatives also introduced a confound that could not be controlled for. While958
the presence of that confound and the voicing confound may have facilitated959
classification by consonant identity in some cases, the allophonic variation for960
the dorsal fricative (and possibly other places as well) introduced a source of961
variability. The segment following the target items, a voiceless obstruent, may962



































































with the classification of voicing. The absence of any vocalic information may964
have further a↵ected classification rates, as previous studies have shown that965
it plays an important role towards distinguishing di↵erent fricatives, both on966
the basis of their acoustic properties and in human perception. The word-final967
environment is generally a weaker position for the realization of acoustic cues.968
Finally, the quality of the recording equipment (the Sennheiser PC 276 136969
USB boomset has a very limited linear response and high internal noise) and970
the restricted sampling frequency range (0-16 kHz) may have further added to971
the challenges. The robustness and consistency of our results, however, as well972
as their close match with human perceptual responses, suggest that we were973
able to collect good research material despite these limitations. For even better974
results, in future studies we intend to adhere to the recommendations proposed975
in Shadle (2006, 2010).976
7. Conclusion977
To conclude, we recommend the combination of cepstral coe cients with978
HMM-divided regions as a reliable tool for fricative classification. Our top three979
predictors alone were able to yield considerable separation of the data into rel-980
evant categories. Using additional predictors resulted in very high classification981
rates for categories such as consonant identity, voicing, palatalization, and gen-982
der, and also held out-of-sample verification. While our findings provide new983
information regarding Romanian fricatives, the limitations of our corpus do not984
enable us to compare our results with data from other languages. Fruitful fu-985
ture research directions would include addressing the relationship between the986
fricative spectra and the most important contributors for both the cepstral co-987
e cient and spectral moment set, and using our classification method with En-988
glish fricatives to determine whether the advantages of the cepstral coe cients989
and HMM-divided windows carry over to other languages. Related to this, we990
would like to see if our method fares better than previously tried methods at991



































































other languages will have the added benefit of making it easier to compare these993
techniques and results to those from the past.994
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Final C Preceding V Singular Plural Translation
[f]/[fj] o <pantof> <pantofi> shoe/s
a <vătaf> <vătafi> baili↵/s
o <cartof> <cartofi> potato/es
u <zuluf> <zulufi> curl/s
[v]/[vj] a <bolnav> <bolnavi> sick/pl
a <grozav> <grozavi> great/pl
a <firav> <firavi> feeble/pl
a <zugrav> <zugravi> house painter/s
[z]/[zj] e <obez> <obezi> obese/pl
u <ursuz> <ursuzi> morose/pl
u <mofluz> <mofluzi> grumpy/pl
e <chinez> <chinezi> Chinese/pl
[S]/[Sj] a <codaş> <codaşi> slacker/s
e <cireş> <cireşi> cherry tree/s
o <cocoş> <cocoşi> rooster/s
u <ghiduş> <ghiduşi> playful/pl
[x]-[h]/[çj] a <cazah> <cazahi> Cossack/s
a <valah> <valahi> Wallachian/s
a <monah> <monahi> monk/s
a <paroh> <parohi> vicar/s
Table 3: List of target words. The word-final phonetic realizations of each consonant are shown
in the first column, first for the singular form and then for the plural form. Orthographic



































































Set Acoustic measures Segment division
SM HMM Spectral Moments 1-4, RMSA, LFE by HMM state
SM EQUAL Spectral Moments 1-4, RMSA, LFE equal-duration regions
CC HMM Cepstral Coe cients 0-5 by HMM state
CC EQUAL Cepstral Coe cients 0-5 equal-duration regions
Table 4: Acoustic parameter sets employed in our study. RMSA: Root mean square ampli-
tude. LFE: low-frequency energy (total energy at frequencies less than 500 Hz). All acoustic
measures were Bark-scaled.
CC HMM f v z S h
f .905 .034 .003 .004 .054
v .030 .954 .011 .000 .005
z .003 .007 .988 .000 .003
S .004 .000 .007 .980 .010
h .048 .001 .003 .010 .939
Table 5: Breakdown by consonant for the CC HMM classification.
CON PAL VOICE
CC SM CC SM CC SM
Contributor #1 CC2.R1 SM2.R2 CC4.R3 SM3.R3 CC1.R1 SM3.R1
(-15.78) (-13.98) (-19.19) (-17.02) (16.78) (9.33)
Contributor #2 CC1.R1 SM3.R1 CC3.R3 SM2.R3 CC2.R1 SM2.R1
(-12.71) (-13.58) (15.18) (9.16) (13.93) (-7.56)
Contributor #3 CC1.R2 LFE.R1 CC2.R3 SM1.R3 CC5.R1 SM2.R3
(12.64) (-11.7) (8.44) (9.14) (-6.94) (6.80)
% Class. (All 18) 95.29 88.49 88.16 84.49 97.25 91.43
% Class. (Top 3) 85.71 74.50 85.17 80.16 95.81 81.30
Table 6: The top 3 contributors to the classification by consonant identity, palatalization, and
voicing out of the 18 acoustic parameters from the CC and SM HMM sets, in descending order
by t-stat (in parentheses). For each variable, the t-stat reported is the largest (in absolute
value) of the several t-stats associated with it across the categories. The last two lines present




































































Figure 1. Mean plain (left) and palatalized (right) fricative spectra averaged1005
over all speakers and repetitions, as estimated from the parameters of the trained1006
HMM states. The letter s indicates the state (region).1007
Figure 2. Average number of frames (feature vectors) assigned to each region1008
inside the fricatives, as determined using the CC HMM acoustic parameter set1009
(left) and the SM HMM acoustic parameter set (right). Plain tokens are in the1010
top row and palatalized ones in the bottom row.1011
Figure 3. Logistic regression classification results for all parameter sets and1012
all classification tasks (consonant identity, palatalization, voicing, and gender),1013
averaged over all 5 consonants.1014
Figure 4. Classification results for consonant identity for all parameter sets,1015
broken down by consonant.1016
Figure 5. Results for classification by palatalization, broken down by consonant,1017
for the CC HMM set. Labels at the bottom indicate the consonant’s true1018
identity as plain or palatalized; colored columns indicate predicted categories.1019
Figure 6. Consonant identity classification results for all parameter sets for1020
models trained and tested on consonant subsets: voiceless consonants (middle1021
left), voiced consonants (middle right), and labial consonants (right). The ALL1022
column (left) averages over all consonants to provide the mean correct classifi-1023
cation for each model.1024
Figure 7. Palatalization and gender classification results for all parameter sets1025
for models trained and tested on consonant subsets: voiceless consonants (mid-1026
dle left), voiced consonants (middle right), and labial consonants (right). The1027
ALL column (left) averages over all consonants to provide the mean correct1028
classification for each model.1029
Figure 8. Consonant, palatalization, and gender classification results for the1030
CC HMM and SM HMM parameter sets for logistic regression models trained1031



































































single region (gray columns).1033
Figure 9. Voicing classification results for the CC HMM and SM HMM param-1034
eter sets for logistic regression models trained either on all parameters (black1035
column), or just parameters extracted from a single region (gray columns). Left:1036
Models trained on all 5 consonants. Right: Models trained on the labial subset.1037
Figure 10. (color online) Three-dimensional scatterplots of the three most in-1038
formative acoustic measures for CC HMM (left) and SM HMM (right) for clas-1039
sification of consonant identity. Each point represents a single fricative token1040
in the dataset. The first part of each axis label (e.g. CC1.R1) stands for the1041
coe cient or moment (e.g. c1 or m3), and the last part stands for the region1042
from which it was extracted (1, 2, or 3).1043
Figure 11. (color online) Three-dimensional scatterplots of the three most in-1044
formative acoustic measures for CC HMM (left) and SM HMM (right) for clas-1045
sification of palatalization. Each point represents a single fricative token in the1046
dataset. The first part of each axis label (e.g. CC1.R1) stands for the coe cient1047
or moment (e.g. c1 or m3), and the last part stands for the region from which1048
it was extracted (1, 2, or 3).1049
Figure 12. (color online) Three-dimensional scatterplots of the three most infor-1050
mative acoustic measures for CC HMM (left) and SM HMM (right) for classifi-1051
cation of voicing. Each point represents a single fricative token in the dataset.1052
The first part of each axis label (e.g. CC1.R1) stands for the coe cient or mo-1053
ment (e.g. c1 or m3), and the last part stands for the region from which it was1054
extracted (1, 2, or 3).1055
Figure 13. The first six cosine waves corresponding to the first six cepstral1056
coe cients (0 through 5). Points represent the center points of the 16 triangular1057
bandpass filters used for the study.1058
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